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os_signpost(.begin, log: parsingLog, name: "Parsing", "Parsing started SIZE:%ld", data.count) 

// Decode the JSON we just downloaded 

let result = try jsonDecoder.decode(Trail.self, from: data) 
os_signpost(.end, log: parsingLog, name: "Parsing", "Parsing finished") 
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     <os-signpost-interval-schema> 
        <id>json-parse</id> 

        <title>Image Download</title> 

         

        <subsystem>"com.apple.trailblazer"</subsystem> 

        <category>"Networking"</category> 

        <name>”Parsing"</name>  

         

        <start-pattern> 
            <message>"Parsing started SIZE:" ?data-size</message> 

        </start-pattern> 
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            <title>JSON Data Size</title> 

            <type>size-in-bytes</type> 

            <expression>?data-size</expression> 
        </column> 
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    <title>Object started a fire!</title>
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(defrule MODELER::found-cause 

    (playing-with-matches (start-time ?t1) (who ?object)) 

    (app-on-fire (start-time ?t2)) 

    (test (< ?t1 ?t2)) 

    => 

    (assert (cause-of-fire (who ?object))) 

) 

(defrule RECORDER::record-cause 

    (app-on-fire (start-time ?start)) 

    (cause-of-fire (who ?object)) 

    (table (table-id ?t) (side append)) 

    (table-attribute (table-id ?t) (has schema started-a-fire)) 

    => 

    (create-row ?t) 

    (set-column time ?start) 
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(defrule MODELER::found-cause 

    (logical (playing-with-matches (start-time ?t1) (who ?object)) 
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    ) 

    (test (< ?t1 ?t2)) 

    => 

    (assert (cause-of-fire (who ?object))) 

) 
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    => 
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) 
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Write more than one instrument



Immediate mode is hard



Last 5s mode is the most efficient



More Information
https://developer.apple.com/wwdc18/410
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